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Appendix 1:
‘Better place’ electric 
car charging system 
design report
1.1 

Project introduction
This project was addressed at the very beginning of my research (Nov 

2009 -Sep 2010) as collaboration with three Chinese Masters students who 
were from the Vehicle Design and IDE departments at RCA. This project 
is a minor important one to support my research argument. However, it is 
indeed helpful for me to think about, critique and develop an understand-
ing of hi-tech, globalization and culture: I initially promoted this project 
designed by Chinese designers with the intention of searching for how 
Chinese culture can manifest or benefit hi-tech design; however, it proved 
there was no significant Chinese cultural reflections into it. This design 
was successful as it won an international design competition. Although I 
planed to do a design that can be benefited from Chinese culture, it seems 
the Chinesenss did not add any special value into it. My question arises: 
does Chineseness really exists in Chinese designers, or the Chinese culture 
is just one of the designers’ strategy that be adapted when they need. 

This is a design for “Better Place” company in the US. Based on the 
design concept design inclusive, user-centered and environmental friendly, 
this hands-free electric car charging is designed easy to manufacture and 
easy to install, creating the least impact on users, automakers and the envi-
ronment; as well as its interaction system is safety and simple.

Cooperation with Rui Guo (graduator 2010 Vehicle Design, RCA), 
Shang Dai (graduator 2011 Vehicle Design, RCA) and Chenwei Wang 
(graduator 2011 IDE, RCA)

1.2 
Phase 1 – Concept 1

The hands-free charging is designed to use the least complexity to realize 
the maximum applicability. It has a 3-part robotic arm, stored in an iconic 
exterior shell, installed in public car parks, roadsides and private garages. 
With the application of GPS, infrared positioning, and wide range robotic 
arm, the charging device can carry out charging duties accurately for all 
electric vehicles of different kinds, totally hands-free and energy-saving. 
What is more, the charging device uses plug adapters on the tip of the plug, 
to fit in different countries’ legislation requirements and different standard-
ized plug sockets.

It is a simple and efficient hands-free charging and system design for 
electric cars for Better Place, based on existing and reliable technology.

 In your car, from the GPS system, you can search any charge facility in 
the city and get the information if anyone of them is available or not. Chose 
one charge facility and reserve it. Then the GPS will guide you the path to 
arrive it. You should get it in required time; if not, the reserve will be can-
celed. Of course, you can use the available charge nearby directly as well. 
When your car approaches the charge, the GPS show you the best position 

1.1 
Better Place Design team: from left 
to right, Shang Dai, Chenwei Wang, 
Wenjin Yao, Rui Guo
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to put your car. During your parking, the three infrared lights on the base 
of charge offer continuous audio “Du” to tell you that your car is well park-
ing. On other words, when the first “du” begins to sound, means you have 
already came in the hands-free charge working range and you have enough 
time to stop your car before this sound stop. Even if your car was stopped 
outside the infrared lights a little, this charge can still work because of its 
machine-arm large working rang. At the same time, the charge detects your 
arrive, opens its front cover with friendly blue light and confirms your re-
serve automatically. Now, it is the working time of machine-arm! It reaches 
out, the infrared device in front the outlet can search out the charging hole 
at the car, meanwhile, the machine-arm run following the infrared guide 
and as its writing run application. This movement can be done in seconds 
and totally hands-free process.

These following four parts make the whole hands-free process appli-
cable:

Firstly, the three infrared lights on the base make the driver 
park the car relatively accurately in the charge working 
aero. Second, the design of machine-arm and rotatable 
base offers the charge movement a large liberty on x, y, z 
directions. So that even you did not a good car parking, 
there is no problem for its work. Third, innovation the 
traditional outlet to be a column form, with the localizer 
on its top, insures the outlet can insert on different road 
situation, for example, parking on an acclivity. Last but not 
the least, the function of buffers cooperating with the run 
application of machine-arm, makes the charge process 
naturally and glidingly, no harm to your car. What is more, 
in a dark environment, a projective device on the top of 
the charge can project a flash blue park on ground to 
guide you put your car.  

1.2 
Better Place design concept one, 
hands free charging structure (video 
‘Better Place concept one’)
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1.3 
Phase 2 – Concept 2

Design directions and research references (1st Sep 2010)

Design direction 1
How can we understand the behavior and needs of consumers, and give 
them a good experience which can both meet their requirement and en-
courage them to accept EV and inductive charging tech.

1 The requirement of potential EV consumers and their worries.

 “What really killed EVs, is American consumers. Because 
they did not accept this idea, did not embrace it, that vehi-
cles could have these limited ranges, and still be function-
al, useful, and practical.”   
“If you started out on a trip knowing that you were going 
to go dead in 60 miles, you’d be nervous about making the 
trip.” 
“People think they need a car that will go 300 miles, and 
be able to charge it up or refuel in five minutes. For virtu-
ally 90-95% of your driving, you really don’t need that. You 
need a vehicle that will go at least 60 miles or so, and that 
way your daily commute is covered.”

Average miles driving per day: 29, by Bureau of Transportation Statis-
tics.
From the film “Who killed the electric car” 

2 Researches on Chinese EV situation and specific worries of 
Chinese potential consumers. 
The four problems Chinese most worried about EV: 

Expensive price
With the national investment to encourage people buying 
EVs, the subsidy that buyer can get could almost push the 
BYD F3 DM (plug-in hybrid) the same price as normal BYD F3.
Uncompleted technologies
Limited ranges
Inconvenient charging.

There is specific problem for Chinese market that differs from other 
places in the world. As we know that the most practical way for EV 
charging is overnight charging with house socket. Yet most Chinese 
citizen in urban city does not have a garage. 
According to the experience of BYD F3 DM (the only EV on sale in 

1.3 
Better Place design concept two, 
concept design for inductive charg-
ing
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China till now) users and electric bicycle users, charging is the most 
difficult problem that they have to solve it by themselves.

“Charging for Mr. Wang is not a big problem because he 
just lived in the second floor. All he needs to do is through 
a cable out of his window onto the park outside and 
charge his F3 DM.”
“Yet for those users living to high, things will be not easy. 
A teacher living in the 20th floor, had to talk with the 
property of her flat to provide a cable to her underground 
parking place of her flat, which will probably cause more 
problems.” 

3 Understanding and encourage of IET technology and EV.
How can people understand the IET technology? 
Will people believe that the magnetic coupling energy transfer replac-
ing 220v cable is harmless, when they doubt the microwave from mo-
bile phone is harm to their health?
How can they “see” the processing of electric going into the vehicle 
without a cable? Designers should find a way.
How can people understand the limit, benefit of EVs different from 
normal gasoline vehicles;
How to encourage consumers to embrace the new way of urban trans-
portation with EVs without nervous and doubt?

4 Insight: we believe the device of IET should visualize the 
transportation of energy and process of charging to the user in 
a direct way. Also it will encourage them to fill and embrace the 
benefit of new lifestyle with those technologies. And the interface 
should also visualize some features as maximum range of current 
power in a more simple way.

Design direction 2
How can we get the best use of new technology by research in understand-
ing and insight of the feature of those high-techs?

1 Current situation of electric cars and charging service

“The battery, that you charge at home, gets between 70 
and 80 miles per charge, which for me is more than all the 
driving that I need to do in the course of a day.”   
“I’m not mechanical but I love dealing with my electric car, 
because it’s so easy. I plug it in at night and when I need to 
drive it I unplug, and drive it away.” 
“What the detractors and the critics of electric vehicles 
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have been saying for years is true, the electric vehicle is 
not for everybody. Given the limited range, it can only 
meet the needs of 90% of the population.”
From the film “Who killed the electric car” 

Three ways of charging: normal charging with standard 220-volt elec-
tric plug; fast charging station; battery switch station.
Overnight and parking charging is and will still be the most practical 
and main way of EV charging.

2 Related new tech applications
Fast charging: the technology of rapid charging cannot be widely put 
into practical for the reason that the power levels it requires are too 
high for the grid to provide. 
11 March 2009—Materials scientists at MIT report that they’ve invent-
ed a new kind of lithium-ion battery that can fully charge or discharge 
in seconds instead of minutes. If commercialized, the battery could al-
low future hybrid cars to rapidly recharge their batteries, or it may lead 
to new consumer products, the scientists say.
Fast charging is of interest to some plug-in vehicle makers. For exam-
ple, using Altair Nanotechnologies’ battery technology, Phoenix Mo-
torcars has built a 160-kilometer-range electric car that can be fully 
charged in just 10 minutes. But critics don’t see much of a benefit, not-
ing that it would take 250 kilowatts of power to do so—five times as 
much as what your average office building consumes at its daily peak.
(http://spectrum.ieee.org/energy/renewables/a-rapidrecharge-lithi-
um-battery)
At issue are the awesome power levels required. To charge a 35-kWh 
battery in 10 minutes requires 250 kilowatts of power—five times as 
much as the average office building consumes at its peak. That rules out 
rapid charging at home. Even rapid-charge ”filling stations” stretch the 
imagination, as you’d need a megawatt power feed—generally available 
only at electrical substations—to simultaneously operate four power 
pumps. That is a stretch too far for even some staunch EV proponents. 
”I look at 10-minute charging as a gimmick because of the power re-
quirements,” says Andrew Burke, an EV engineering pioneer at the 
University of California, Davis.
(http://spectrum.ieee.org/green-tech/advanced-cars/electriccar-mak-
er-touts-10minute-fillup)
Vehicle to Grid: vehicle to grid concept, energy storage and the con-
cern of burden or benefit electric car can provide to the grid.
Considering each EV of providing 100 kW, 4000 EVs together can 
support the grid with 400,000 kW power level in rush hours in a day, 
which can be equaled as 2,400,000,000 RMB investments of thermal 
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power stations.
Yet on the other hand, if hundreds of EVs charging at 10am, they will 
make burden to the grid almost as a new steel plant built in the city, 
which definitely force the grid to invest more money into building new 
thermal power stations.
New materials. 
News from GE magazine, June 5th, 2010
http://www.gemag.com.cn/gemag/new/Article_content.asp?D_
ID=12497

3 Features of IET technology
The Advantages of Unplugging: The 5 Pillars of Inductive Power Trans-
fer new tech applications:
Dependable, Effective Performance
Easier and More Convenient
Complete Electrical Safety
Sensitive Urban Aesthetics
Durable for Life on the Street
Comfort
No action necessary on the part of the vehicle user
No need to carry charging cables on board the vehicle
The energy transferred can be charged through vehicle or personal 
ID
Reference: 100322_IET_IAV.pdf, UniServices Wireless Car Charging 
Brochure.pdf
According to our research, the most important feature and advantage 
of IET is that it gives a possibility of entirely automatic charge.

4 Insight: To solve the problem, designers need to lead the con-
sumers to the way of charging EVs, not only benefit themselves, 
but also benefit the society.
According to the Fluctuating power requirement level in a day, the grid 
provided different price for using electric in different times. In China, 
the price between 11pm to 7am is only 1/4 of the normal price. So 
by encouraging consumers to charge their EVs at the right time, they 
could get commercial benefit and also make the EV group a positive 
support instead of burden to the grid.

5 Solution and concept:
We believe that a intelligent charging assistant system could solve the 
problem. The core feature is: consumers do not have to decide whether 
charge their EVs or not every time. They just need to set up different 
modes (the creating of modes is automatically optimized by comput-
ing factors as the plan of each day, the data of personal behavior, the 
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locations of frequently going, electric prices, etc.).
And the construction of this system required two parts: interface and 
intelligent program of controlling charging behaviors; hands-free 
charging device built by IET tech, which required no plug-in every 
time, so that the whole charging issue can be automatically finished.
Example of automatic charging modes:
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1.4 
Award evidences
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Appendix 2:
Cultural integrations in Japanese 
design

This section aims to offer an inspiration for Chinese design through 
the case studies of Japanese culturally oriented design from the following 
design aspects: symbolic, commercial, and behavioural. In Japan, since the 
middle of the 20th century, designers began to create commercial products 
consciously embracing traditional Japanese cultural elements. Japanese 
cultural transfer was also addressed as a strategy of their local design ex-
porting and led to great success (Kikuchi, 2008). For Chinese designers, 
although the Japanese successful experiences cannot be adapted overall, 
due to the different historical and social environment of two countries; the 
Japanese cases are always good resources in terms of their design methods 
and exploitative strategies, which are undoubtedly worth studying for re-
searching Chineseness. 

After WW2, the western impression of Japanese products was diamet-
rically transformed from elegant artwork to rough imitation within a short 
time with the aim of rebuilding the image of Japanese design in the world. 
In 1951, the American designer Russell Wright was invited by the Japanese 
government to promote the Japanese design policy and system. His work in 
Japan extended the experiment of the American ‘Good Design’ movement 
with a reflection on Japonisme, in order to present and advertise the new 
Japanese designs for the western world (Kikuchi, 2008). In 1957, as part of 
its efforts to develop Japanese product design, the Industrial Arts Research 
Institute became engaged in a project to develop Japanese Modern styles 
to accord with the global Good Design movement, launching the Good 
Design Award (Hirose, 2008). This led to the emergence of a new type of 
craft called kurafuto, which occupied the space between studio craft and 
product design. Kurafuto sought to create a contemporary ‘Mingei’ (the 
folk craft movement in Japan from 1920s, when Japanese craftsmen began 
to discover functional daily crafts with simple natural beauty and Japanese 
style) (Kenjin, 2007) through the mass production of well-designed, func-
tional and affordable products. In the 1950s and 1960s, through all of these 
strategies of development, rebuilding and branding national design, Japan 
changed the impression of Japanese design after WW2 from rough and 
cheap back to fresh and charming (Evans, 1985). This was also driven by a 
national range strategy and politics to promote national design and against 
copying:  

1958 Establishment of Design Policy Office 
Establishment of Design Promotion Council (-’98) 
These departments worked as analysing problems and solu-
tions of Japanese designs, promotion of exports and acting 
against design copying.

1957 Good Design Selection started (G-mark)
Establishment of Export Inspection Law
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1959 Establishment of Exported Product Design Law 
Law against design copying

1969 Establishment of Japan Industrial Design Promotion Or-
ganization (Hirose, 2008)

2.1
Cases of the reflections of Japanese cultural symbols in design
The following cases deal with Japanese design through transferring the 

typical Japanese and oriental symbols. They were reflected through some 
kind of abstraction of their appearances, rather than represented into a cul-
tural stereotype directly. These cultural elements were designed combining 
with modern design forms or concepts, as well as with the considerations 
of their commercial values.

Further tracing back through history, the conscious reflection of Jap-
anese cultural elements into products started from the Mingei Folk craft 
movement in Japan from the 1920s, when Japanese craftsmen began to dis-
cover functional daily crafts with simple natural beauty and Japanese style 
(Kenjin, 2007). Then after the Second World War, from the 1950s, as a part 
of Japan’s development strategy, designers became engaged in projects to 
develop modern Japanese styles to accord with the global “Good Design” 
movement (Kenjin, 2007). They sought to create a contemporary Mingei 
through the mass production of well-designed, functional and affordable 
household designs while following the international design trend at that 
time. Craft categories and traditional symbols formed an important inspir-
ing resource for Japanese designers, from which the designers extracted 
the technology or design method and applied it into their creations. These 
symbols include weaving, paper, bamboo, stationery, etc.

The butterfly stool created by Sori Yanagi in 1956 is representative of 
modern Japanese design (Figure 2.1). The stool has a frame comprising 
two identical pressure-shaped and reinforced plywood elements in a maple 
finish. The traditional craft of veneer cutting ensures that each side of the 
seating surface exactly mirrors the grain of the other side, making each 
stool a unique piece. What is more, this original design idea to fit to tradi-
tional living habits caused the unique form of the butterfly stool (Hagiwara, 
2006). As the designer explained, initially the butterfly stool was intended 
for use on Japanese tatami mats, to protect the fragile woven straw from 
damage. That is why the feet of the tool were formed to lie flat. Even though 
the tatami played a smaller role in Japanese home life, Yanagi scooped out 
the lower leg portions so that the feet contracted the floor at four points 
with cushions to fit. 

The Japanese American sculptor, Isamu Noguchi created a series of 
lamps named ‘Akari’ (Figure 2.2) in the 1950s (Kenjin, 2007). As an Ameri-
can-Japanese designer, Noguchi began to integrate elements of Japanese art 

2.1 
Yanagi, Butterfly stool, 1956
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with Western modernism after his visit to Japan in 1931. It is an integration 
of traditional craft with a modern design form, while in terms of material 
he used ‘shoji’, a Japanese architectural paper made from the bark of the 
mulberry tree to create lampshades that would light a warm and cosy am-
bience like the natural sun1 , This new use of the mulberry paper is also an 
attempt to keep the traditional craft going. 

These two classical designs in 1950s were fulfilled with ‘stories’. Yanagi 
and Noguchi use their product design to arouse the emotions and empathy 
of people by visualising and communicating Japanese local cultural mes-
sages – tatami and shoji. It returns to the fundamental question at the time 
- What is a good product? Such design concept - emotional design, or called 
‘Kansei iniative’2  in Japanese - is one of the Japanese designers’ answers to 
judge a ‘good design’ that generated in their culture context. Meanwhile, it 
also identified what is required for differentiation and innovation in order 
to help Japanese industries maintain and improve their competitiveness. 

In addition, Japanese cultural symbolic elements are also adopted in 
commercial designs. For instance, the 2009 Infiniti Essence Nissan concept 
car design (Figure 2.3), as its designer explained was driven by “Japanese 
tradition into the future”: The car’s shape was based on the kanzashi, which 
is a hairpin used by women when wearing the kimono. The car’s lines and 
details were inspired by the wide brush strokes of Japanese calligraphy. Its 
interior was made of leather, hand-painted wood inspired by traditional 
Japanese lacquer ware (2009). However, the appearance of this car is overall 
a modern style with a streamlined figure in general. Its Japanese element 
could be an added concept into design for commercial broadcasting, as 
well as a way to make an original mark within the global vehicle market.

There are numbers of examples that Japanese elements in design per-
form in terms of commercial allure to make its success in the global market. 
For instance, MUJI and its concept of branding, whiteness and emptiness, 
1. Refers to Noguchi Museum online: www.noguchi.org/shop/history 
2. The word ‘Kansei’ stem from Chinese. It means emotion. Kansei iniative was introduced by Japanese Ministry 
of Economy. Refers to online resource: http://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/mono_info_service/mono/kan-
sei2009/ 

2.2 
Noguchi, Akari lights, 1950s

2.3 
Infiniti Essence, Infiniti Nissan de-
sign, 2009
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which were broadcast through the brand popularity and Kenya Hara’s book 
Designing Design (Hara, 2007) to attain world-wide acclaim. 

Zen is an important concept adopted in Japanese design that never goes 
out of style. It emphasizes meditation, peaceful heart and golden silence, in 
the attainment of enlightenment. The most famous ancient Japanese design 
inspired through Zen is the dry landscape garden. Today, driven by globali-
zation, Zen has already been exported into a cultural symbol of Japanese 
design. It is represented as a Zen-like, pared-down look from the East with 
the emphasis on making a serene sanctuary-like feeling for the users. 

The Concept design HONO Candle by Chiaki Murata in 2005 is such a 
design reflecting Zen through its particular users’ experience. The designer 
said that he never intended the HONO to be a practical light, but a product 
whose purpose is to make its user feel calm and relaxed. The candle is ‘lit’ 
by using the match with an internal sensor, and when finished, the candle 
is just ‘blown out,’ and its ‘flame’ flickers when blown (Hagiwara and Kuma, 
2007). 

2.2 
Innovation in terms of behaviours
The following offers another inspiration for local cultural transfer into 

design, which is transferring the local behaviour to benefit our life. The 
electric rice cooker designed by Toshiba in 1955 is an innovation through 
transferring the local behaviour into design, which enormously changed 
eastern people’s daily life. Equally, I think it is a typical example in terms of 
a good design combination of technology and local culture, in the context 
of its electrical fast development time.

Since the 1940s, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation had manufactured an 
electric rice cooker; however, it was not convenient for rice cooking and 
was eventually superseded by a Toshiba version. This electric rice cooker’s 
shape was designed to be similar to a conventional rice cooking pot, yet 
was simple and modern in form with a white body and metallic top cov-
er. It bore the streamline trademark of the American industrial designer 

2.4 
Murata, HONO candle, 2005
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Raymond Loewy. What made this rice cooker revolutionary was its way of 
applying the technology, and integrating the behavioural elements to im-
prove daily life (McGee, 2004). Before its design, Japanese housewives used 
charcoal and it was a messy, not to mention time consuming, affair to cook 
their daily staple of rice. As women started moving into the workforce, sav-
ing time on cooking became much more important and the electric rice 
cooker was developed to save time without compromising on tradition. 
The bigger challenge of design was how to produce delicious tasting rice 
using an electric rice cooker automatically. Through tests, the designers de-
signed the electric rice cooker, which could be switched off automatically 
within a calculated amount of time needed for the water to evaporate and 
convert to steam - at 100 degrees in 20 minutes3 . This version of an elec-
tric rice cooker was a confluence of insight into the behaviour of a culture 
with innovative technology inspired by the users’ daily life, and conversely, 
changing their daily lifestyle. 

Now, as an Asian person who eats rice everyday, I can imagine my life 
would be very inconvenient without an electric rice cooker. However, we 
could not have a sense about how important it would be before its inven-
tion: we would behaviourally feel that steaming rice on fire and calculating 
its time was a part of our daily life. On this point, the electric rice cook-
er created a new demand in our life, which is cooking rice automatical-
ly; as well as investigated a blank area in design, which is designing the 
Asian kitchen behaviours into electric products. Correspondingly, this case 
brings out questions which relate to Chineseness: what Chinese designers 
can do at the behavioural level of cultural transfer now? How to search the 
possibility for new requirements from the Chinese behaviours? And how 
to create their value? 

3. Refers to Toshiba Firsts of Their Kind Toshiba Science Museum Online: http://museum.toshiba.co.jp/toshi-

ba_history/firsts_products/1955rice.html 
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Appendix 3:
Cultural integrations 
in Japanese design

3.1 
Chinoiserie design at 18th Centurial Europe

3.1 (Left)
The Badminton Bed, designed by 
John Linnell, William Linnell, about 
1754, exhibited at V&A, Museum, no. 
W.143

3.2 (right)
Carved and gilded wood Mirror, 
designed by Thomas Johnson, 1750-
1760, exhibited at V&A, Museum, no. 
W.23-1949
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3.2 
Chinoiserie design today

3.2 
Ferrari’s art car, designed by Lu Hao, 
2009

3.3 
BMW ‘Joy’, design for Chinese mar-
ket, 2009
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3.4 
Unknown brand mouse design at 
Chinese ‘Shanzhai’ electric market, 
2008

3.5 
ALESS ‘Mandarin’ citrus squeezer, 
2001
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Appendix 4:
An interesting design case for Chi-
nese symbolic transfer into design: 
Klemens Schillinger, Chinese Whis-
pers Chairs

‘Chinese Whispers Chairs’ is designed by Klemens Schillinger (2011 
IDE graduator) at 2009. This group of chairs was designed by using a meth-
od based on the principles of the game Chinese whispers. This project took 
place in the Royal College of Art and the Imperial College. Over 40 people 
from different backgrounds were participating in the project.

The designer’s inspiration came from the Chinese whispers game. Its 
approach to this project was the idea to design something that was in-
flu¬enced by people’s subconsciousness and uncertainty.

To translate the Chinese whispters principles into a form, Klemens 
chose plasticine and wooden sticks because they are easy to handle and 
need no additional tools; the plasticine is easy to shape and the sticks can 
provide a supportive structure. 

The rules for the 47 whispers design participants were simple: see the 
object for 3 seconds and was asked to remodel the object in a maximum of 
3 minutes. After several tests run, Klemens found out that if he wanted to 
design something that was new he could not start with the archetype of a 
chair because people have such a strong image of chair that is proportion 
with 4 legs and backrest. Klemens said that his starting point seems to be an 
odd and randomly designed object, but the amount of sticks and plasticine 
was thoughtful chosen.

Based on these prototypes, Klemens could design a series of chairs in a 
same strong style sense. He picked up two of them (no.31 and 36) to make 
into products.

4.1 
Materials and 47 Chinese whispers 
Chairs through participants
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4.1 
Materials and 47 Chinese whispers 
Chairs through participants
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Whispers Chairs 0 2 9

4.2 
Made the prototypes into products

This series of chairs design is lovely and smart. We cannot find any 
visual Chinese symbolic elements on it. Klemens was gained the design 
idea from a symbol, Chinese whispers. He transferred this concept in terms 
of groups work, and ignored this concept with the work going on, taking it 
only as an inspiration, rather than continuing exploring and visualizing the 
‘Chinese whispers’ itself.
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5.1 
Workshop detailed information

Workshop Leader:  Wenjin Yao
Tutors:    Ashley Hall (RCA), Chao Zhao (Tsinghua)
Start Date:   20th April 2010
Completion Date:  21st April 2010
Workshop Duration:  2 days
Groups:   4

Participants list:
Team 1: paper-cut
Renata Fenton, Daniel Watson, Alicia Tam, Li Yizhou (Tsignhua)
Team 2:Chinese Calligraphy
Ollie Poyntz, Anu, Alex Bone, Hu Yinghui (Tsinghua)
Team 3: clay sculpture
Jessi Baker, Marc Purser, Charlotte Christoffersen, Ge Rui (Tsinghua)
Team 4: Thearical face draw
Patrick Hyland, Dominik Donocik, Kunal Nandi, Fu Yu (Tsinghua)
Team 5: Dough sculpture
Klemens Schillinger, Sam Jewell, Hugh Laughin, Maxime Geib, Wang 
Luxi (Tsinghua)

Workshop Plan and Timetable
20th April Morning

9:00 am-9:20 am
Introduce briefing on aims of the workshop, times and events –Wenjin 
Yao

9:20 am-10:20 am
Lecture on models, case studies and examples of cultural transfer 
-Wenjin Yao

10:30-12:30
4 traditional craftsmen on different folk art area (e.g. paper cutting, 
theory face painting, mud sculpture, kite making, etc.) show their work 
and technique and communicate with students. Then the teams can 
work with traditional craftsmen to design contemporary products 
(making session on next step).

20th April afternoon: 
Observation, Hunt the transfer and product analysis
IDE and Tsinghua students go shopping with cameras to work together 
to gather images of
products which are designed with Chinese cultural transfer or looked 
very “Chinese”, then, by team, discuss and classify the results through 
insights and analysis:
Which products you think are traditional Chinese, which you think are 

Appendix 5:
‘Chinese folk art design’ workshop
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contemporary one through cultural transfer?
How do you judge this transfer on design, great, so-so or rubbish? 
Why?
If you think it is a mess-cultural-transfer, how about your design con-
ception to refine it?
Choose a contemporary product by team to redesign, using the ele-
ments abstracted from the morning craftsman’s work. This transfer can 
be on appearance of product, design process method, etc.

21st April: 
product concept design and sketch
Brainstorming, Team work on developing the concept design of the 
chosen product and give sketches of design to present the ideas of 
transfer.

21st April afternoon 4:00 pm-6:00 pm
Presentation of each group on both product analysis (through photos) 
and the design cultural transfer concept (concluding session for feed-
back and discussion of result)

Team Format
The module is run in 4 teams of 5 students from IDE, Tsinghua or both. 
Each team will be able to work with one craftsman in the first morning. 
The product hunt will be done as individuals but analysis, concept de-
sign, present and be tutored as a team.
Team 1 5 IDE students
Team 2  5 Tsinghua students
Team 3  3 IDE students and 2 Tsinghua students 
Team 4  2 IDE students and 3 Tsinghua students

Learning outcomes summary: Research Skills
Chinese elements inspiration Design analysis
Concept Development
Team Working
Narrative and Presentation Skills
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5.2 
Design concepts
Team 1
Bathroom product design through transfer from paper-cutting art.
 

5.1 
Photo shooting of bathroom prod-
ucts in Chinese supermarket, team 1

5.2 
Team on photo shooting: paper-cuts 
elements
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Team one’ design is a mirror. The mirror was designed to be used 
specifically in a bathroom environment. Design inspiration was from 
two of the characters of paper-cutting: “hanging one mirror” and “tem-
porary decoration in a festival”. Applying a special varnish coat on the 
normal mirror, allowed the mist to rise on this mirror and a paper-cut-
ting pattern to appear in a short time - until the mist faded.

Team2
A series of tableware designed through transfer from Chinese callig-
raphy.

This team thinks the way of holding a brush pen is just the un-
der-half posture of holding chopsticks, which is a ‘Chinese posture’. For 
me, this is a foreign understanding or misunderstanding of Chinese 
traditional culture. Although this is a common posture of using chop-
sticks, there are a lot of Chinese holding sticks in different ways.

This team’s concept was to inject elements from Chinese cal-
ligraphic strokes, which

Form the basic elements of Chinese calligraphy writing as well one 
of the most significant distinctions that separate Chinese calligraphy 
from others. There exist eight basic strokes and twenty-nine compound 
ones. Different strokes in structure can consist of a character following 
a stroke written order; meanwhile each stroke is a separated figure.

5.3 
The “paper-cut” mirror
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5.4 
Members’ writing practices

5.5 
Comparing of holding sticks and 
brush pen

5.6 
Tableware design inspired by the 
calligraphic “stroke”
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Team 3
A creative process of clay sculpture.

The members of this team were not focused on the art form it-
self, but reported that the most interesting and attractive part of the 
clay sculpture was the “communication” between creator and material, 
as well as the fact that it left individual imprints on it. This creation 
process is like a “communication” between people and product, which 
they thought quite interesting and wanted to bring into their designs. 
For example, through adapting a clay-like material, they designed a 
chest, which allowed its user to impress his/her figure on the door; a 
pillow that could leave a pattern on your face at the last minute before 
you get up; a cup leaving the lips shows a figure. They wanted to choose 
an ideal material, which would allow these personal imprints not to last 
too long a time but to recover slowly.

5.7 
Bedroom products design: com-
munication with your product and 
personal imprint
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Team 4
Living room product design through transfer from theatrical face 
painting.

This team’s design concept came from the idea that the craftsman 
introduced to them “different colours represent different personalities” 
in the face painting tradition. For example, they designed a coat with a 
cap. On it, there was a mask, which, when you were in a bad mood, you 
wore as well as ding up your coat: this signified, “leave me alone”. An-
other example was a series of chair designs. The students learnt from 
the craftsman that in face painting, the core part was the form and 
colour was painted onto the forehead. There were different forehead 
patterns that corresponded to different characters. The chair designs 
expressed some forehead forms directly, being used as feet and elbows. 
Through different feet and elbow colours and forms, these chairs ex-
pressed different emotions.

5.8 
Brainstorm sketches of team 4
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Team 5
Garden product design through transfer from dough sculpture.

As the dough sculpture is made from a sticky powder as well as 
describing a figure in a story, this team linked their design with a fer-
tilizer-based material and the aura of Kwan-yin (a god in Buddhism). 
They designed a garden gnome whose material was a mix of fertilizer 
and seed that had potential to grow into a plant.

5.9 
Living room products and emotions

5.10 
Garden gnome design sketch
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5.3 
A memo – workshop presentation and Q&A

00:17:00 Paper-cut group
Q: How would the findings from the workshop change your future ide-
as?
A (Daniel): It’s a good experience. Before you really deal with the deals, 
you can’t imagine how complex it is, how it works, or how about its 
material. So you can see this through the workshop. That’s good.
A (Alicia): For me, my background is architecture, which is tally 3D. So 
it’s really interested to see how 2D patterns can inspire.
A (Renata): In my case, I think the more interesting and valuable for 
me is the craft always has a certain mystery or intangibility of it, be-
cause it can’t be separated from the master produced culture. Here, we 
worked with the artist, she showed us the technology and process, it 
more like to take the mystery into a status of understanding.

00:39:00 Theatrical face drawing
Q: You talked about you use design theories or principles in your de-
sign process. However, if you face the global costumer who has no idea 
about this Chinese theatrical face drawing culture, how you make your 
design understandable? How can you let them know the meaning of 
your design?
A (Kunal): I don’t know. Well, in this example, I mean this is not only 
mean [...] , we can also redesign it. We could start to think an approach 
about this.
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00:55:00 Calligraphy
Q: How about this experience.
A (Alex): For me, I familiar with writing with pencils. The brush pen 
calligraphy is about control. You should make the paper flat on the ta-
ble, stay strait and hold your pen.
A (Ollie): For me, it’s similar as Alex. I really enjoy the slow down and 
peaceful situation.

1:14:42 Team 4 Clay sculpture
Q: How about the key things you found for the cultural transfer in the 
workshop?
A (Marc): the story about the product
A (Charlotte): I think it’s the face to face creation. It is very emotional
A (Rui, in Chinese): We visited Xiushui market yesterday, from where 
we see lots of Chinese products. We noticed we should see more in 
order to know how to mix the Chinese elements into design.
For this clay element, the most important is that you have a handmade 
experience. This is a communication between the creator and the cre-
ation. However, we don’t have many such ‘communicate’ chance in our 
daily life with the products surrounding us. This inspired us to inject 
this character into our daily life products design.
Q: If you send it globally, how do you identify the Chinese quality? 
What is the value of this?
A (Charlotte): It’s more a general cultural experiences. Maybe it is Chi-
nese, maybe it isn’t. I don’t know if it’s important. I just see the value it’s 
good over here.

01:41:35 Discussions
Q: Can you say something about your experience in the workshop? 
Can you identify the difference of Chinese and non-Chinese in the 
workshop?
A (non-Chinese): It is kind of difficult to change ideas wit the Chinese 
students. Maybe sometimes we try to persuade something, but it is not 
so easy to do.
A (Chinese): I think they more open-minded. They just do the design 
what they like, don’t really care about it’s right or wrong (means right or 
wrong with a regular understanding in Chinese culture). This may be 
more creative. Chinese students think about ‘is it useful?’ or ‘it works’. 
I think the foreign students have more ideas than this and intelligent.
A (non-Chinese): I don’t know. I don’t feel there is difference between 
Chinese students or non- Chinese students. We worked together.
A (Chinese): Can I say something different? I think Tsinghua students 
are awesome great and intelligent. I barely feel some communication 
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difficulties between us. I think it’s not because of the language; it’s more 
about cultural different. When I do discussion in our group, I want to 
help. Because they come to China to learn something, I know China 
well. I want to help. But they are too active, as to be a leader.
(Non-Chinese): We do a lot of group work in IDE. I think you didn’t 
get used to it (our way of group work).
Q: Here some suggestions to Wenjin. You design this workshop, you 
should design the approach to reveal the different between the Chi-
nese and non-Chinese students. They are from the different cultural 
contexts.
A (Wenjin): I initially wanted to separate the groups into Chinese and 
non-Chinese, for later comparison. But the difficulty would be the 
communication between the non-Chinese groups and the craft mas-
ters. I think your commence is quite the point. This will be my next 
step of work.
A (Chinese): For me, in this group work, I’m not only thinking about 
that I am a Chinese student or they are RCA students. What I think 
about is that we are all designers; we all contribute to our background, 
knowledge, and experiences. It is just I’m more familiar with Chinese 
culture, but maybe they are more sensitive.
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6.1 
Proposal to Alibaba Cloud Computing design team

New generation mobile interaction design facing to future Chinese users: 
A proposal
Proposer: Wenjin Yao (PhD, Innovation Design  Engineering Depart-
ment, Royal College of Art, UK). 
Whole project duration:   6 months
Work duration in Alibaba:  3 months
Start date in Microsoft:   26th Jul 2010
Completion Date in Microsoft:  26th Oct 2010

Abstract
As a device increasingly pervading our live, mobiles have growing de-
mands to become the first-class computing devices and media center. The 
searching and sharing data functionality based on mobile interface, rele-
vant mobile internet device and service design facing to specific social sys-
tems can be a significant challenge. This proposed research project will not 
only focus on the Chinese users’ special habits and requirements on these 
applications, but also the Chinese culture and social elements which can 
influence the mobile interaction design through user experiences of us-
ing smart phones or getting mobile services (e.g. mobile shopping, mobile 
bank, etc.). Through multi-methodology including market research, liter-
ature review, case study, comparison and user interview, a concept inter-
face/interactive?/system? design will be shaped out for testing the relations 
between Chinese cultural transference and Chinese users’ acceptance of 
new generation of mobile services and how the design comes from people’s 
habit and then change their behavior as well. This design will be face to a 
certain group of future Chinese smart phones and service users, create a 
simple, new digital tool, for solving some of potential problems for this 
specific end users. A report on publishable standard will be submitted at 
the final of project, a detailed long term goal proposal on the field of “new 
generation mobile and service design and relevant social influential ele-
ments” may be figured out.

Figure 1 shows the logical structure and methodology of this project.

Appendix 6:
Project documents ‘the mobile 
interaction design for the Chinese 
elderly’
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1 Introduction of Project
In the past ten years of first Internet revolution, a large number of Chinese 
IT companies developed their internet applications based on the existing 
ones from oversea, as well as integration the consideration on Chinese 
users. Some of them come to a huge commercial success in China, even 
comparing with the original ones they copied. Draw out the reasons of 
these successes, one of the important ones is the localization and cultural 
transference facing to the Chinese social structure and users’ habits and 
interests. For example is the Tencent QQ, starting from a “copy to China” 
IM software of ICQ in 1999, QQ has now successfully expanded its ser-
vices to many online and offline sectors, and has became a leading pro-
vider of Internet and mobile telecommunications and other value-added 
services in China. Its various online platforms, including IM, web portal, 
Online Game, blog and wireless portal, are all taking the top places in the 
respective sectors in China. What makes QQ special is the way in which it 
converts user’s “eyeballs” into cash. When most of Internet companies are 
counting on advertising as the solely profitable service they offer, Tencent 
is making most of its revenues from its users directly (Shu Wu, 2008). Why 
the users are willing to pay, from the design aspect, QQ applies a “cute” 
style interface, around applications and services design, builds an easy-use 
communicate platform for chart and game, which is attractive for Chinese 
young netizens. Another example is Taobao’s success. Copied from e-bay, 
while the interaction design and the system behind are well adjusted to 

Figure 1
Proposed project structure
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Chinese market, which has forced Ebay to quit the Chinese market recent-
ly. Taobao puts all the commodity links on its home page, which is likely to 
positively push information to users, but not waiting for the users search-
ing by themselves, which is a significant change for the Chinese netizens’ 
structure and use habits. Meanwhile, from the other aspect, those success-
ful internet applications from Chinese market has influenced the oversea 
ones as well. Kaixin net is a website in China copying the form of Facebook. 
But the most popular Facebook game today—the ‘Farm ville’ is actually 
copied from the Kaixin game “Kaixin Farm”. Today, as we are coming into 
the new internet era, most of these applications exploited their smart phone 
editions, as well as mobile platform services. Undoubtedly, mobile internet 
and its relevant products are becoming the new trend of the world. Based 
on those above cases, the following questions should be asked:

What will change in the new internet era?
What will be the trend on the mobile internet device and 
application service design facing to Chinese users?
What will be the influential elements effecting on the appli-
cations differences between Chinese and oversea market 
in the future?

In western countries, the mobile internet influence has deeply reflected 
in mobile hardware, software and service development. (Horrigan, John, 
2010) In the hardware field, IPhone and Blackberry, combining the al-
phabetic keyboard with mobile, makes mobile searching much easier to 
use; “Square” links the mobile money transfer with the credit card directly. 
While in the field of software and service, 3G web, Google’s product for 
mobile and RFID payment system etc. are promoting the application of 
mobile website. Through the Nielsen statistics, in the quarter4 2008, 14% 
mobile users in the States are using smart phones, while in quarter4 2009, 
this number has increased to 21%. It is expected that in 2011, the smart 
phone users’ number will be more than the traditional ones, and will keep 
increasing. (Nielsen, 2010) However, today in China, the usage of smart 
phone and relevant mobile application is much less than in the States, UK 
or Europe and most of Chinese consumers buy mobile just as a product, 
but not a service. Comparing with the Chinese IT market experience in the 
first internet revolution, we can easily image that, today and in the not far 
future, the smart phone device and relevant service design facing to Chi-
nese users is high valued in both commercial and research fields.

While different from the applications born in the first internet revo-
lution, because of the specific user experiences of the mobile internet, for 
example, more personal, less chance to get help from others, etc. the design 
of mobile devices and services should consider these social elements influ-
encing the users’ personal behavior, as well as inject these considerations 
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into design facing to Chinese users. From this point, research on the Chi-
nese users’ behavior and requirement on smart phone and service design 
through Chinese cultural transfer is going to be focal in this proposed pro-
ject, and how to apply this social structure into design will also be one of 
the challenges.

The Chinese society has experienced a rapid change during the last 
thirty years, there are more than one generations have to change their life-
style totally and be forced to accept the high-tech products or new stuff in a 
short time. Taking the computer internet for example, most of the Chinese 
over 40s cannot use it independently without help from the young gener-
ation. While the mobile internet is much more personal, how can design 
help the old Chinese generation to get used to in the future? Another exam-
ple is that Chinese society lacks of mature credit system, which may cause 
a possible risk of task on mobile service. What can design do to make the 
mobile service more trust by people? Based on such questions, through 
comparing with the Chinese and oversea applications in the first internet 
revolution, this estimated six-month project will start with a wide research 
on the Chinese cultural transfer on internet applications and its potential 
influence for the future mobile internet service, then narrow down to a 
focal direction facing to a certain group of future Chinese users who will 
be the big potential component of Chinese market of new generation of 
mobile. An interaction concept design will be carried out to solve this focal 
direction as the output of this project. Finally, as the assessment part, con-
clusion and perspective on the future mobile internet device and service 
design facing to Chinese market will be submitted, a long term plan can be 
relatively clearly figured out.

2 Short term goal
This project is estimated to be six months, from June 2010 to the December 
2010.

June 2010-mid July 2010: Literature review, market research in UK and 
the States (London, New
York)
Mid July 2010- mid Oct 2010: Research in China, concept design (Al-
ibaba Research Center,
Hangzhou)
Mid Oct 2010 – Dec 2010: Assessment, report writing (RCA, London)
The output will comprise a report on publishable standard, a concept 

design represented through video, image or physical model, a paper pub-
lishing on international design conference or journal. This project will also 
be a part in Wenjin Yao’s PhD final thesis.

3 Long term goal
This project can be a primary testing work of a new generation mobile and 
service design based on social and cultural structure research system. It will 
contribute to the natural user mobile interface design for Chinese users as 
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well. Last but not the least; it can build a research communication bridge 
between IDE Royal College of Art and Alibaba Research Center, as an en-
trance of long term international collaboration.

4 Background
Wenjin Yao (PhD, Innovation Design Engineering Department, Royal Col-
lege of Art, UK)

Wenjin’s current PhD research project in Royal College of Art is “The 
Integration of Chinese Cultural Elements and High-Tech Product Design 
through Cultural Transfer as an Industrial Design Methodology”, whose 
research question focuses on “How can the Chinese cultural transfer into 
design can build a link between a new high-tech product and the users’ 
familiar stuff for make/leadc user better accept this new product”. Through 
one year of background research, she has built a relatively mature structure 
and a rich research database on this field. As this proposed project is close 
linked with her PhD topic, her previous research is helpful to orientate the 
valued points of this project, support strongly the project process and anal-
yses result comprehensively.

Yan Lu (Ma & Msc, Innovation Design Engineering Department, Roy-
al College of Art & Imperial College, UK)

As a passionate design student who is fascinated by the relations be-
tween digital technologies and physical objects, Yan Lu is currently doing 
the Ma and Msc course in Royal college of Art and Imperial College, and 
his development strand is experimental design feathered with interactive 
technology. Based on the previous interaction and system design experi-
ences, he is currently doing the research for the dissertation of his master 
course, which is about how digital communication tools (mobiles and in-
ternet etc.) affect the human behavior and how it shapes our minds and 
cultures. Since his academic background and practical project experiences 
are tightly relate to the proposed project, he will be fully engage with the 
complexities and challenges, concretely contributing on building the com-
prehensive research structure, and forming the luminous tangible results.

5 Required resources from Alibaba
Work space in Alibaba Research Center, Beijing Office
Team consisting: Wenjin Yao, Lu Yan, with one or two staffs from Al-
ibaba
Budget: three-month work payments for Wenjin and Yan, travelling 
and other fees spending on project
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6.2 
Mobile research: the timeline of mobile designs

For the purpose of this section, why choose mobile phone as a typical ob-
ject to do analysis and comparison on its development trends in different 
countries;

Firstly, the users’ aims in different countries are generally similar: 
phone, SMS, multifunction and 3G Internet.

Second, the core technique of mobile phone is a shared resource today; 
which means although it is recognized as a kind of high-tech product, there 
is no high requirement of technique or engineering on its design process.

Through this case study, figure out certain elements influence high-
tech product design development and raise relevant questions on high-tech 
product design.
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Relevant Questions to ask:

What is “high-tech”? –Technique content? Or user’s feeling 
on design?
How can the high-tech products be accepted?
Rapid development and huge change took place in China 
in the last 20 years, how about the old generations accept 
the high-tech product?
Concepts: interaction, end users
Links with familiar staff (successful design cases: “Shan-
zhai” mobile phone design in China, such as 54
mobile for elderly people, “Zen” phone for monks and 
Buddhists)
“Long-tail” effect on high-tech product?

Cultural transfer design: link with the unfamiliar high-tech product with 
familiar stuffs

6.3 
The workshop for ‘finding design points’

The initial workshop was with 15 intern design students from Beijing Uni-
versity of technology and science, who were separated into three groups 
and worked from the following briefs:

1 Mobile Development: Search and collect the documents on mobile 
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development since the appearance of the first mobile in 1983. Consider 
the factors that affected the mobile’s development both directly and in-
directly - social events, new technological influences, pop art and cul-
ture, and so on. Express this information visually. Through this team’s 
work, I wanted to make explicit the different factors that impact the 
trend of mobile development, technology-centred or user-centred.
2 Narrative of Chinese users’ experiences of technology products: 
Photograph and video to record users’ experiences, then represent or 
create stories. Find the interest points and ask questions. Through the 
work of this team, I wanted to discover more interesting points in Chi-
nese mobile users’ experiences, as well as narrow down and specify my 
starting question.
3 Mobile Transfer: Without consideration of technological lim-
itations, if the mobile existed at a specific era, what would it be like 
and what aims would it serve? Imagine, design, as well as giving some 
supporting reasons for your choices. Through this team, I attempted 
to indicate the links between mobile functions and its users’ potential 
requirements because of their social context.

Team 1
Team1 made an axis to show the factors that affected mobile develop-
ment. This axis revealed that before 1996, with immature technology, 
the technological factor was the most influential factor for mobile de-
sign, reflecting that the mobile tended to be smaller, lighter and mul-
ti-functional at that time. The image of future technology in pop art 
was also slightly influential, but quite limited. Since 1997, the mobile 
appearances became various. The focus of mobile design moved from 
solving technological problems to better and more diverse appearanc-
es. In 2007, with the launch of iphone, the mobile interaction and user 
experience began to be highlighted.

Figure 6.1 
Industrial Design BA students from 
Beijing University of technology and 
science
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6.2 
Team 1: Mobile analysis examples 
through their surrounding society, 
economic and technology
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Team 2
On the storyboard of Team 2, they highlighted two groups of people: 
the elderly and immigrant workers. They said they choose these two 
groups of users to observe was because they found more inadaptability 
when these two groups of people used technology products.

6.4
 Photo shooting for the storyboards 
of the Chinese elderly

6.3
Axis demo of the affective factors of 
mobile development
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Team 3

6.5 
Elements of Han Dynasty

6.6
Han Dynasty Smartphone design 
sketch and 3D model
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This team designed a smart photo for the bureaucracy in China’s Han dy-
nasty (25 A.D – 220 A.D), and devised an animation to describe its use.

6.4 
Chinese elderly interviews

Focus group: empty nest old, Interviewee: Mr. Zhang Date 24th Aug 2011
The follows come from interview with Mr. Zhang (Z), from Hangzhou, 

China, retired, whose son worked at Germany. After some ice breaking 
questions, the interviewer (WY) shifted to the ‘official’ topic of the inter-
view – how do you use the technology products? What are the purposes?

The conversations are recorded in video. It is original in Chinese, trans-
lated into English as follow:

(Recorded in a 5 min video)
WY: how you contact with your family members, your son?
Z: We contact through mobile. He used his phone in the foreign to call 
us. Call my mobile in China
WY: Only though phone?
Z: [m..] We don’t understand computer. It should be more convenient 
if we know how to use computer.
WY: through Computer, Internet can be much cheaper
Z: Yes, it’s much cheaper, a lot. Only 0.10 yuan RMB per min through 
internet mobile card.
(We all know Chinese mobile call oversea is very expensive)
WY: So, it’s normally he calls you?
Z: Yes, he calls us. If we call him, when the call connected, he found 
that the call came from China; he would hang-up and then called back.
WY: Well, that’s interesting
Z: We call him is very expensive, 3.6 yuan per min
.....
WJ: but it’s not so convenient when you contact him firstly, depends on 
if he has time to call you back or not
Z: It’s continent. We talk one or two times every week. My son is very 

6.7
Animation of Han Dynasty Smart-
phone, using environment
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filial.
WY: It’s nice.
Yan Lu (Recorder, project partner):how about the photos? Does he 
sometimes send photos to you?
Z: Photos... We visited him at Germany for three months. His life there 
is very good. His company ... [a talk about his son’s work and life at 
Germany]
WY: wow, it sounds great. Uh? He sends photos to you?
Z: Photos. Yes, of course. He sent to the computer [through internet] 
we received and printed.
YL: So you don’t get used to see the photos on computer? 
Z: he sent photos on website, need to be online
WY: through email
Z: yes, through email, then we print the photos after he sent
WY: printed the photos out?
Z: yes
YL: that’s because you don’t get used to look photos on computer?
Z: No. I have two sons. My other son is in Wenzhou [another city in 
China]. He printed the photos (online from Germany) and sent to us 
by mail, because I don’t have a computer.

WY: ? why you don’t have a computer? Can’t use it?
Z: I don’t understand how to use it. Just know a little bit.
...

We also interviewed Mr. Li, who lived together with his son. All his family 
members were living in Hangzhou. He had a computer at home. He only 
used it for watching online TV. He didn’t have a mobile. He called his fam-
ily or friends using his land phone. His daily life is very regular:

Get up and took exercises in the park

Mr. Zhang invited us to his home and 
showed us his photos that were sent 
from his son at Germany
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Spend morning on reading in the library of ‘the elderly family’
Lunch break
Watch TV in the afternoon

He was interested in healthy care. He though he has no requirement on any 
technology product.

(This interview was recorded in a 7 
min video)
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6.5 
Samples of brainstorming maps

6.8 
Brainstorm of Chinese elderly daily 
life trail
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6.9 
Brainstorm of the mobile function 
and use, 2010 summer
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6.6 
Interview of Alibaba designers about their concept design 
‘nostalgic Pop-up apps’ for the Chinese elderly
Design concept:

This is a pop-up book design to guide Chinese activity older users to use 
their smart phone, for bridging the generational communication gap.

There are four pages in this book, which are pop-upped mailbox, en-
velop, TV and album, representing the functions of sending email, email 
box, videophone, and SNS album (e.g. Facebook album).

Mailbox: When put the phone onto the box, the phone’s camera rec-
ognizes the barcode in the box automatically. On the screen, it prompts to 
insert the letter. Then the camera takes the photo of letter and sends to the 
contact directly as a jpg file.

Envelop: Put the phone on this pop-upped envelope, it jumps into the 
inbox directly.

TV: This links Skype/G-Talk videophone.
Album: Chinese young people use “Renren” to share personal infor-

mation as Facebook. When put the phone on pop-upped album, it can 
guide the older people to their children’s Renren album.

6.10 
Brainstorm of emotion expressions
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Alibaba Designers: Guopeng liang, Ji Zhao, Aug. 2010 (open-ended in-
terviews, reorganized and translated from Chinese)

What is the challenge of this concept design?
In china, there are more than 100 million older people are “empty nest”. 

For those elderly, the communication with their children seems a very im-
portant part in their daily life. Meanwhile, as the huge change in China 
in the past 30 years, the communication media in different generations in 
China today is quite different. It is very hard for the Chinese older people to 
get use to the young people’s communication way, for instance, SNS, email, 
Skype, etc. It is not only because the technology adaption difficulty, but 
such kind of interaction way is unacquainted for them.

What makes this a good design solution?
This experimental design is an output of a three months collaborat-

ing research on Chinese older people’s lifestyle and their communication 
ways with the young generation. Based on workshops, interviews, obser-
vation and case studies, we found this simple yet pragmatic design solu-
tion to solve the problem. In this pop-up book, we try to link the most 
useful functions in smart phone with the Chinese older people’s familiar 
stuff, in order to make the interaction of smart phone as simple as possible 
for them. Through this, they might find the interest of using “young guys’ 
stuff”, improve their communication with their children, as well as make 
their life more independently. Also we found that, in China, the technology 
relevant products are almost introduced by the young people to the elderly. 
We made this design in an activity and lovely way, which is attractive for 
the young people firstly. We expect this pop-up will be introduced by the 
young to their parents or grandparents, and it is a very personal commu-
nication tool. The blank part of the book is left for writing the notice when 
the young people first time to teach how to use it. It is another potential 
part to in this design to add the generational communication.

What is your overview of the design for the Chinese elderly re-
search-design project? You think the process is useful to you? I think it 
is most useful in terms of being able to get the perspective of the Chinese 
social-cultural factors to design – on the level of concept and methods from 
design research to practice. Being aware of the complexity, contradictions 
and challenges of the Chinese users’ socio-economic conditions, but also 
looking out for opportunities from this situation.

When you look back the research process, what stand out in your 
memory? When we chat with the elderly, they complained that the manu-
factories need to understand the lifestyle of older people. It also presented 
an opportunity for designers to intervene through a co-design process in 
which the design solution perhaps an alternative way of allowing products 
be flexibly arranged for both the old and young.
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What if anything did you learn through this project? I rethink of design 
as a vessel for consumerism or lifestyle appeal toward a more culturally, 
socially and environmentally sustainable model, rather than a consumer 
good. There is a huge challenge in disseminating this agenda across, from 
the level of policy to people’s everyday habits, especially for our interaction 
designers working in such a technology company. I think in China, where 
design is very pragmatic, marketing guided, that calls for greater network 
of exchanges or platforms for educating and communicating these priori-
ties, as well as the development of projects of such type to gather a strong 
evidence for the possibilities of change.

6.7 
Tsinghua design workshop: Design for the Chinese elderly

pre-workshop ice-breaking presentation - ‘the integra-
tion of chinese cultural elements and hi-tech product 
design through cultural transfer as an industrial de-
sign methodology - wen jin yao 
How social researchers have classified ‘cultural transfer’: 

Tangible physical and material culture – pattern, figure, etc. 
Social and cultural behaviour transfer
Intellectual, ideation, concept or philosophy transfer
Projects that exercised the different forms of ‘cultural transfer’

1     On the level of tangible physical and material culture:
Craft workshop between GoGlobal IDE RCA, Tsinghua design stu-
dents and Craftsmen.
Craftsmen with a background in Chinese craft such as paper cut, cal-
ligraphy, etc. were invited to teach the design students from Tsinghua 
and RCA.

2     On the level of social and cultural behaviour transfer:
Mobile interaction design facing Chinese users through Alibaba cloud 
computing project, in which I worked with university students, during 
a summer school in Alibaba’s office
The goal was to ask how can the Chinese culture be transferred into 
design by building a link between a new high-tech product along with 
what Chinese users re familiar with so as to make them better accept a 
new product?

Team 1 the mobile interaction department – investigates different influen-
tial socio-cultural factors.
Team 2 investigates the Chinese user experiences through narrative, sto-
ry-telling (photos + videos) techniques to find out the habits and lifestyle of 
the elderly and migrant worker working in the city and how they use their 
mobile phones.
Team 3 investigates the notion of cultural transfer on the level of a form 
that resembles a Han dynasty typologies.
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This was followed with a brainstorming session raising the question of 
how do the Chinese express our emotions in our daily lives? What are our 
daily lifestyle habits? What is the mobile user/functional needs?

We realize that there is a challenge in integrating Chinese traditional 
habits with universal mobile interaction design.

We also employed other research methods such as interviews (talking 
to parent’s children and elderly living on their own ‘empty nest’). We found 
out that for those who are living with children, the elderly don’t need to 
communicate via the phone, but those away would need to communicate 
with their children. There is also a generation gap on the way people com-
municate – children use emails, they share photos on web platforms such 
renren.com, and they text message using pinyin, but their older parents 
don’t know any of that. We also took note of the types of entertainment 
that older people engage in i.e. parks, playing musical instruments, simple 
exercises, etc.

So we concluded that in one of our case studies on elderly mobile 
phone with a photo-sharing function, we decided to keep the user interface 
as simple as possible, and that its functions must be linked to already famil-
iar things, and that these new products should be introduced by the young 
to the old. So we came up with samples such as using the traditional album 
interface as a photo-sharing function.

A summary of responses
This presentation raises the question of what it means to design for 

China, for users in China, or for the Chinese context as echoed by the other 
presentations. The classification of the word ‘cultural transfer’ onto the lev-
el of tangible physical and material features, socio-cultural behaviors, and 
intellectual ideology is a necessary breakdown and the user-investigation 
has revealed how each of the 3 factors can be important criteria for the user 
group. Some user group certainly prefer the presence of Chinese traditional 
symbols or typologies that resonate certain Chinese philosophies but there 
is also the question of whether such a concern is as necessary as the criteria 
of socio-cultural behaviours? If the design empathically takes into account 
of such a factor, wouldn’t that necessarily lead to a usable, relevant and val-
uable mobile phone? And if it does, does that mean it’s not necessarily a 
cultural strategy of designing, but more of a contextual one?

And as much as it seems very natural to investigate on cultural fac-
tors or cultural transfer in mobile design, one wonders what would have 
triggered such a need, especially when mobile phones have been imported 
and used in China for at least the past 10 years? Why wasn’t this set of 
concerns been raised before, if it hasn’t been? It will be interesting either 
from the manufacturer or user point of views to raise some of the specific 
problems that raised such a need. The presentation mentioned how exist-
ing phones don’t match specific Chinese lifestyle habit – perhaps it would 
have been more helpful to know its specific problems rather than essential 
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a Chinese-friendly design.
Workshop steps

Two Directions: Mobile and SNS
Design aims:

Compare traditional / modern habits
Compare different mode manner, logic
Search communication ways
Develop concepts about UI, interaction, DP, system
Timetable:
Day1
3:00-4:00pm Brief to students
Day2
2:00-4:30pm  Communication with older people 
4:30-5:00pm  Brainstorm
5:00-5:30pm  discussion, find the interesting design focuses 
After 5:30pm  teamwork
Day3
9:00-12:00am Sharing, feedbacks 
1:00-4:00pm  Design refining 
4:00-5:30pm  Presentation
Workshop Questions:
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List the behavioural differences between the older people and young.
Why there are such differences?
These behavioural differences cause what differences in their commu-
nicational ways?
In today’s design, is there any sample that reflects such difference and 
or solves the problem of ‘gap’?
How to solve the communicational gap between the traditional and 
new through design?

Two different design models 
Model 1:
Model 2:
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7.1 
Workshop information form for design a secret island

Appendix 7:
Sketches of Top-Secret Islands
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7.2 
Sketch of the secret island concepts
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8.1 
Project proposal to Nokia Research Centre (NRC) Shenzhen

This project aims to investigate a useable LAN system facing the Chinese 
young users. It focuses on stimulating new virtual social activities for 
young Chinese. Through a LAN mobile network technology, create friend-
ly mixed reality communication or social activity in virtual environments 
for Smartphone users in local areas.

For instance, café is becoming a popular place for Chinese young peo-
ple to talk with friends or stay alone to relax. With the collaboration of a café 
shop, we can install a LAN indoor positioning system in the shop, building 
this mobile orientation system. With joining this service/game, users in 
the shop can see the virtual animation characters on mobile screens, which 
corresponds their real locations. Through this, users can communicate or 
play games in Smartphone virtual environment with others in this area.

The ideal LAN environment can be in café, tube, or bar. It might be 
open more opportunities for young people to know new friends or find a 
romantic relationship, especially for those shame and unsocial ones.

What is more, based on this platform, a social network system can be 
developed. It can include the information of partner areas (where install 
this LAN orientation service), series of activities and games, or live LAN 
game competitions on big LED screens at public places, etc.

Meanwhile, as this is for Chinese user, we hope it can include and re-
flect the Chinese cultural elements, no matter on its interface design or 
interactivity ways.

Appendix 8:
Smart dating project documents
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Statistics about Chinese dating
Jiayuan.com is a cooperative partner of this project. The following quantita-
tive data about Chinese youth dating attitude refers to their ‘Report of Chi-
nese dating and marriage 2011-2012’. This report based on questionnaire 
that collected from 75,185 cases, including different ages, social incomes 
Chinese people. This offers a general view about Chinese peoples attitude 
about online/smart dating. (the following is translated from Chinese)

About 80% interviews can accept dating online through website
Females prefer the traditional ways, through the introductions from 
family or friends, or on
parties
Male more easily accept develop a dating through online talk (QQ, 
MSN), or accost

Younger people can more accept the dating without knowing the oth-
er’s identity information
Agreement rate about ‘must check identity at the first dating’
Q: Can you accept to check the ID when your first date with somebody 
who you know online?
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Seven main reasons causing a single statement

Do you trust the words from the experts of relationship?

Are you interested in reading the relationship books?
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8.2 
Smart dating design storyboard

൞Ө party ѣ�ᖉᇩ㗔Ⲻ֖䙽ࡦᗹԠⲺ ta�Րྸ㺞⽰ઘ" ՐഖѰᙋ㻡ᤈ㔓�㙂уᮘ

ѱ੍ࣞ" с䖳 smartdating ᢁᵰᓊ⭞�ᶛ৸ࣖᡇԢⲺ smartdating party �

In the dating party, when you meet a right person you want to talk with, did 
you ever face an awkward situation on how to begin the first step?
Try “smartdating” mobile App and take part into our party.

䇟ᡇԢᶛⵁⵁԌԢⲺ smart dating ᭻Ӂ

ਠ㾷р㖇⌞߂жс�с䖳 smart dating ᓊ⭞ࡦᢁᵰ�ቧਥԛᶛ৸ࣖ smart dating 
Ө party ҼȾ

Let’s have a look these following “smartdating” Scenarios.
Before the party, quick register and download the App to your mobile. 

с䶘ᱥቅѳૂቅԚⲺ᭻Ӂ

ᖉቅѳ൞Ө party ѣⵁࡦቅԚᰬ�ቧ൞⭞ᡭࡍ㺞ѣࣖቅԚѰީ⌞Ⱦ⭞ᡭࡍ㺞ᱥṯᦤ

ެԌ⭞ᡭ⿱ֵ⭞㘻Ⲻ䐓⿱⭧䘒ࡦ䘇ᧈᓅⲺȾ

The first story is about Lili and Wang.
Lili add a special on Wang’s name at the user list when she first see him in 
the dating party. 

ഔࡦᓝփ�ቅѳḛⵁҼቅԚⲺ䍺ᯏȾᵁਁ䈪�ć᷒❬ᱥ֖Ⲻ㨒ଜ�ѱࣞ⛯ĈȾӄᱥ

ቅѳ൞ቅԚⲺ⭞ᡭ享䶘ѣ䘿ćᡩ ta жсĈૂቅԚᢉҼѠᤑલ�㍝ᴿ൞⽲⢟ࣕ㜳

ѣ䘿Ҽжᶥ俏―䘷㔏ቅԚȾ

After then, she looked more his information and feel he is a charming guy.
Even Lili has a relatively shy character; she decided to take an initiative this 
time. After her friend’s encourage, she sent a vibratory message to cause 
Wang’s attention and sent champagne through the gift function by phone 
as well.

“ି? ླ ҼቅѳੇԌᢉᤑલⲺ⸣ؗȾԌᣢཪ൞ party ѣᢴࡦᴿ⸣ؗ”ቅԚᤵ䎭ᢁᵰ, ⵁ܅

......Ҽቅѳࡦ
Wang received Lili’s “hello” message and found Lili through her photo in 
the party.

ҁ�waiter ㄥᶛҼቅѳ䘷Ⲻ俏―ȾቅԚѴᶥᮢቅѳȾ⽲ቐᖶᶛ�ቅԚ൞ૂቅѳⲺӈࣞ

⸣ؗѣ䘿ć䘷жᶥ呗ቴ䞈Ĉ㔏ቅѳ

Later, water passed Lili’s gift champagne to Wang. Wang send a cocktail to 
Lili as a polite, maybe more...

ቅѳ᭬ࡦ呗ቴ䞈Ⱦćླᔶᗹଜ�ᰘ❬ཝᇬᐨ㔅䇚䇼Ҽ�ਥԛࣖޛԌԢⲺ㚀ཟҼȾ

aĈቅѳᜩȾ

Lili received the cocktail. Well done.
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䮒ཪ䖢ੇ party Ⲻਜж䀈Ⱦ䙮⩠ㄏ൞ਦ⛯䞈�᭬ࡦҼᡆᡆਇᶛⲺ㚀ཟ⸣ؗȾć"䘏

ᱥ䈷ઘ"Ĉ䙮⩠൞൦ഴᇐփѣᢴࡦᡆᡆȾྯᣢཪⵁҼⵁȾć૾�ᶛቧආ൞䛙䗯Ĉć

ж䎭ᶛжᶥĈ䙮⩠ਇ࠰⸣ؗȾ᭬ࡦ䙮⩠Ⲻѱࣞ䚶䈭�ᙝṲੇⲺᡆᡆ⅙❬䎦ᶛ�

ᘡ㠠❬ᗍᔶခҼњӰⲺ㚀ཟȾ

Yiqi received a message from Cheng. She found this guy through the mo-
bile LAN map. “Come on to have a glass, “ Yiqi sent back a message to 
Cheng.

ྸ֖᷒ⵕⲺуӄ䀶䈾�у䱨ᶛ৸ࣖжс party�䠂Ⲻቅ⑮ᡅȾ�ж⌳᭬ࡦᶄ⎟Ⲻ⑮ᡅ

䚶䈭⸣ؗȾྯᔶᗹⲺ⛯࠱ҼȾњӰ㲳❬ㅢж⅗㿷䶘�ਥ൞⑮ᡅ⧥㢸ѣ䘎ⵕⲺᱥ唎

྇ॷ䏩Ⱦ

If you really not good at social and feel nothing to say in the dating party, 
you can take part in some small games in the party, by sending or accepting 
the game invitations.

Party 㔉ᶕ⿱ᔶᰬ�ቅ⻍൞ਦ࠰⽰Ҽ⽲⢟ࡍ㺞㔏 waiter�亼䎦Ҽ party ѣ᭬ࡦⲺ⧡

⪦ૂᐝށȾᗹᖾ伔ᢢȾᖉ❬�ᴶ䇟ྯ儎ުⲺᱥ�Ԁཟૂቅࠥ㚀Ⲻᖾᔶᗹ�䈪уᇐਥ

ԛᴿᡶਇኋଜȾ

After the party, you can show the gift messages list to waiter and took away 
your received roses and chocolates at the party.

Smart dating Ө party 㔉ᶕҼ�у㇗ⵕⲺ㜳ੜ䙽ࡦᗹࣞⲺӰ�䘏䜳ᱥж⅗䖱ᶴᘡ

Ⲻ։僂Ⱦ

The end of the Smartdating party...
No matter you meet the one or not.
Hope it is a relax and happy dating experience for you.

Smartdating party plan
La Mer Café, the Coast shopping center, Shenzhen
Participants: Single, 100 Females, 100 Males, download the smartdating 
app before the party

( Smartdating register web pages)
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Workflow( backwards)
1

User list

Register the name

Personal infor

The massage number of Chat, The number of
Gift, Game invitation   gift can be sent

     Buy the gift

2
Users location map

Show on the big screen 1 in the party

3
Games system to the game participants

Play the games on the center  Show on the big
platform    screen

4
Pop list

Show the most popular participants photos,
judged through the total score of Chat, Gift,
Game invitation, Message support

5
Supporting message

Passage  of the party can vote for the participants,
there will be gifts

Score rules:
Chat begin a talk with new person +1
Gift receiving one gift +5
Game receiving one game invitation 
+5,Sending an invitation +5, Accept-
ing an Invitation +10
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9.1 
Workshop content

Location: Love hotel (either a board to go over the bed as table or sit on 
carpeted floor)

Phase 1
Metaphor (approx. 1 hour) Males & Females in separate rooms
(Room filled with bananas and donuts...any other related snacks welcome) 
Intro
Animal masks to hide identity
Inspirational videos from research

Task: Code number to action in bases
Key party / pick character story time:
“I’m a very experienced...”when I like younger man” I love environment” 
before & after” 

Scenario problem, tasks:
Parents avoiding kids
Entrance education for kids
Couple’s first time
Sex up marriage. etc (more suggestions welcome)
2 groups get together to see each other’s works (maybe not even meet, just 
see works)

Phase 2
Sensuality (approx. 1 hour) Males & Females in separate rooms
Initiate lower lighting
Drop placebo pheromones over candle Research videos on fake orgasms 
and sounds

Tasks: how to talk about sex....
Name tag: “my friend likes”
Use Lego props
e.g. to have light on/off, close windows, close curtains, switch off the tap....

Phase 3 
Future history (approx. 1 hour) Males & Females together
Show research about historical sexual preferences
How would the future look at us? How do we document, pass information 
to future generations? Discuss, draw, play do, use plays, writing, video.

9.2 
Quotes from the workshop conversations

Phase 1 Metaphor and sex experiences
Men’s part 1

ѣള⭭Ӱ䜳у⅘㠠ᐧⲺྩӰᴿའཐⲺᙝ㔅়ȾᖉжѠྩӰᐨ㔅ᔶခᧂᨗ㋍㓼�ཝቅ�

䮵⸣Ⲻᰬُ�䈪᱄ྯⲺ�㔅僂ᐨ㔅ᖾѦሂȾᡶԛᡇ㿿ᗍ䘏ᱥ䰤从ᡶ൞Ⱦਃ↙ᡇу⅘Ⱦ

Appendix 9:
Sex education workshop 
video recording
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No Chinese guy likes a woman has rich sex experiences. I think the point 
is, when a woman talks about men and sex on topics of size, length, time, it 
means she has rich enough experiences to compare. That is why I don’t like.

Women’s Part 1
ᡇ൞䏀⅘ⲺӰ䶘Ր䏀⸒ᤷȾ�ૂڐ⡧∊䎭ᶛ�ਃ↙ᡇՐ�ᴪ�⅘⢯ࡡҌⲺⵁԌȾ

I tend to be more reserved and restrained when face a man I really like. I 
prefer an eye communication with him rather than sex.

Men’s part 2
⭫ࣞⲺቧᱥഖѰуྸӰⲺᡶԛᢃՐ䴶㾷ӰȾྸ᷒ᴿжཟ〇ᢶਇ䗴Ҽ�Ր䙖жѠᙝ⡧ᵰ

ಞӰᯯ䶘∊Ӱ䜳ᕰ�䛙ᡇਥ㜳ቧу䴶㾷ӰҼȾྸ᷒ਠᱥঋ㓥ሱᢴᙝ⡧Ⲻ䈓�ਠ䴶㾷ঋ

㓥ᢴ࿉ྩ�ռྸ᷒ᢶᵥⲺਥԛ䗴ࡦⵕӰⲺ≪ᒩ�ਥ㜳ቧу䴶㾷ᢴ࿉ྩਠ㾷䙐䗽ᙝ⡧ᵰಞ

ӰቧླȾਥᱥ⧦൞⋗ᴿ�ቧ䈪᱄ᢶᵥ䘎ᱥ䗴уࡦⵕӰⲺ≪Ⱦ

Technically and emotionally, a sex toy cannot reach a real man’s level now. 
If one day, a sex toy can be better than a man, why I must to find a man to 
satisfied myself on sex. If only for sex, and the technology is mature enough 
that the sex toy is better than a sex worker, there won’t be sex service any-
more. Now the point is, technology isn’t developed enough.

Women’s part 2
⡧ᱥѰҼӶѾઘ"ᰖ䶔ᱥѰҼ┗䏩ᡇԢ�䛙ڐ"ᗹⲺhighᱥ੍⡧ᱥѰҼᴪཐⲺ┗䏩ڐ

┗䏩ᱥᴿ⭕⨼Ⲻૂᗹ⨼Ⲻњᯯ䶘ⲺȾᡇ䈪Ⲻ┗䏩ᴪࣖᱥ㾷┗䏩ᗹ�⨼рⲺ⛯Ⱦ

What is the aim of having sex? The aim is to satisfy ourselves, both physical-
ly and mentally. I think the mentally satisfaction is much more important.

Mixed conversation part 2
Woman: ᡇᜩ䰤䰤ཝᇬᱥ䓡։儎▤ཐжӑ䘎ᱥ㋴⾔儎▤ཐжӑ"

Woman: I wander you have more experiences in terms of physically sex 
climax or mentally?
Men: ��������〈⊿唎�ӶѾᱥ㋴⾔儎▤"⭭Ӱу⸛䚉ӶѾᱥ㋴⾔儎▤

Men: (5 seconds silence) What is mentally sex climax?
Woman: 䘏ቧᱥᡇԢࡐᢃ䇞䇰Ⲻ䰤从�⭕⨼┗䏩ૂ㋴⾔┗䏩Ⲻ䰤从Ⱦ� ྩ⭕ᴪᜩ㾷ᗹ

⨼┗䏩�⭭⭕ᴪᇯ᱉㾷⭕�⨼┗䏩Ⱦ

Woman: That’s what we talked about just now, physical and mental satis-
faction. Women prefer a mental satisfaction, but men care about physically.
Man:�ྩ⭕ᱥуᱥਠ㾷ᗹ⨼┗䏩�ቧ㇍⭕⨼ҕ⋗ᴿ┗䏩ҕ㺂"

Man: You mean it is still an excellent sex for a woman if she is only mental 
satisfied rather than reaching a climax?
Woman: ሯ�䘏Ѡҕ OK ⲺȾ

Woman: Yes, it’s OK. 
Man: ⵕⲺٽⲺ"�

Man: Really?!
Woman: ⵕⲺ�㙂ъᡇ㿿ᗍᗹ⨼┗䏩ᴪ䇟ᡇ┗䏩Ⱦ㙂ъ⭭⭕ᴿжѠ䈥॰Ⱦެᇔྩ⭕ᑂ

ᵑ㠠ᐧૂ⭭⭕┗䏩�ᱥᗹ� ⨼┗䏩Ⱦ㙂⭭⭕ᑂᵑྩ⭕┗䏩�ᱥᑂᵑྩ⭕䗴ࡦ⭕⨼儎▤�ᱥ

ഖѰԌᴿᖷᵃⅨ�ᑂᵑ䇷᱄㠠ᐧ⢯ࡡ⢑䙲Ⱦ

Woman: Yes, and I think mental is more important. Man has a misunder-
standing. Actually, the satisfaction a woman wants is mental one for both. 
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But man wants a woman satisfaction means bringing her a sex climax; be-
cause of a male sense to be a conqueror, to improve that he is good.

Women’s Part 3
ެᇔᡇቧ⢯ࡡ✜䛙〃�䈓ཐ䰤䰤从Ⲻ�Ⱦ

ެᇔᡇ㿿ᗍཝᇬڐᇂ⡧ҁ䓰жՐݵ�ᆿ䶏жՐݵ�ӶѾ䜳у䈪�ᡌ㘻ӈⵁⵁҕླȾ

ቧᙋ䛙〃䰤ć�֖㿿� ᗍᡇᙄѾṭĈⲺȾᵢᶛ㿿ᗍᥰླ�㔉᷒䘏Ѿж䈪�傢㿿ᗍᖾᢡ

ުȾ

㙂ъѣളⲺ⭭Ӱᖾ⅘䈪ӶѾжདྷࠖ⅗�жདྷࠖ⅗䜄Ⱦ䈪ӶѾжདྷ���⅗䜄�ެᇔж⅗ᢃ

⢑"

ਥᱥ֖у㿿ᗍж⅗ᤌᗍᰬ䰪འ䮵ቧՐ㿿ᗍᖾ⋗੍ࣨ"ӶѾᰬُᙱ㾷ᴿѠᓜ�㾷ᱥѰҼᱴ

⽰ᰬ䰪䮵ӶѾⲺ㙂䎻䗽�䛙Ѡᓜ�уѻуླҼ੍Ⱦ

I really hate a man asking questions after sex.
I think we should be quite and eye-communication after a sex.
You know, the Chinese guys like to say how many times in one night. Actu-
ally I think once in a long time is the best.
Well, don’t you think it gonna be boring if one sex time is too long? I think 
it is like a parabola, when the time over a point, it is getting worse.

Mixed conversation Part 3
Man: ⭭ྩਂᯯ䜳уᓊ䈛ਠѰҼ┗䏩ሯᯯ㙂ъڐ⡧�㙂ᓊ䈛ѰҼ㠠ᐧȾྸ֖᷒ᗹ䠂ਠ

ᜩ┗䏩ሯᯯ�䛙֖㠠ᐧ�уՐ㿿ᗍླ�ሯᯯҕуՐ㿿ᗍᘡ҆Ⱦ

Man: Neither men or women should have sex not only for satisfying the 
other, but also for yourself. If you only want to make your other part happy, 
you may lose a happy experience, he/she won’t be really happy.

Women’s Part 4
ཝᇬ൞Ӂ䜳ᴿ⋗ᴿӶѾ⢯⇀Ⲍླҁ㊱"

ᴿ�ᡇቧՐ൞Ӂ൞䗯᭴ᶥ≪Ⱦ

(laugh)֖ӊ㺂㕰≪

уᱥ�ᴿᰬُఉᆆՐ����

(joke)ఉᆆуླ�Րᒨ�䈪ཐ䈓ਇཐ༦丩ᇯ᱉ᒨ

䛙 sex ਠᴿжѠ�ᡶᴿⲺ sex ቧऻ൞䠂䶘Ҽ੍"�

ሯ

Do you have any special habits before sex?
Yes, I put a glass of water before hand.
(Laugh) You lake water in your five elements.
Well, no, it’s just sometimes the throat...
(Joke) Throat always feels sore
Do you think for sex, there is just one ‘basement’, including every level of 
sex actions?
Yes (everybody says yes)
Mixed conversation Part 4
Man�ᖉԀ⽴ՐⲺᖧଃૂԄ∊䖹�⧦൞⭭ӰྩӰ䏀ᶛ䏀䏁ӄѣᙝ�ਥ㜳ࠖⲴᒪӰ㊱

ቧ䜳Րᰖᙝ㑷⇌Ⱦ

䛙ཐਥᙋ

䘏ᱥ䏁ࣵ
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The social impact both man and woman to tend to be less and less different. 
Maybe after hundred years, the human being will non-sex breed.

Women’s Part 5
Ӱ䜳ᴿ⡧Ⲻж䶘ૂᙝⲺж䶘�ᖉᙝⲺж䶘рᶛⲺᰬُ�֖ቧуᗍᡶᴿӰ䜳㠙ᵃф֖Ⱦ

ᖉ֖highࡦжᇐぁᓜ, ֖ቧՐ㿿ᗍޞь⮂䜳ᱥ֖Ⲻ�㠠ᐧ⢯ࡡՕཝȾᡶԛᡇ൞䛙〃ᰬُ

ቧՐᜩ�ᡇ㾷ᱥ㢩ቧླҼ�䘔㝐䏴ཪ䜳ᴿ�Ӱ㔏ᡇȾ

Who do you want to be when you having sex?
Human has both ‘love’ and ‘sex’ aspects. When the sex aspect is much 
strong, you really want everyone can be subjugated to you. You feel you are 
the greatest. At such time, I want to be Cleopatra, enjoying ‘all fall down’ 
from toe.

Mixed conversation part 2
Who do you want to be when you having sex?
Man: ڐ⡧ⲺᰬُՐᜩ䛙Ѿཐ੍"жᜩቧ䖥ҼȾᡇᴴ㔅൞ڐ⡧Ⲻᰬُᜩ䗽ᇬᇓ�❬

жсቧ䖥ҼȾ

Man: Should I think such things when have sex? I once suddenly thought 
Jiabao Wen (Chinese prime minister at that time), and it only brought me 
feel impotence.

Women’s part 6
ཟཐ㤜䙲Ⱦ֖Րᜩą�ᯯ৾䰯ࡏ↜⡧ⲺᰬُᜩᡆѰ䈷�䘏ᰬُᜩᡆѰڐᨆᱥ֖

≪⚴Ҽ’ 
It’s who you want to be when you are making love. Being Wu Ze-tian (the 
only female emperor in Chinese history) gonna be sick. I would think ‘Ah~, 
the south is in a flood now...’

Ending (all the participants’ conclusion in short words)
൞㚿։㓖㕖Ⲻੂᰬ�䘎ᱥᴪཐⲺৱީ⌞жс㋴⾔рⲺӚ⍷���ѠᆍąᆿޞㅢжĆ

∅ѠӰⲺ㿸ᘫ䜳ужṭ�ռᱥࡡᘎҼӰ՜ቧ㺂

ᙝਥԛᱥ↙ཝݿ᱄Ⲻ

ཐڐ�ቇ䈪ཐڐ

ᡇ㿿ᗍᓊ䈛⭭ྩཐ൞жඍ䈪�Ӛ⍷�� �ᡇ㿿ᗍᡇԢᓊ䈛ཐㆌࡈ䘏〃уᱥ㓜⛤Ⲻ⍱ࣞ��ᙝ

ቧᱥᡇ⡧֖��ᡇᑂᵑཝᇬཐީ⌞ੂᙝҁ䰪��ӡ⭕⍱�ӡᙝ⡧

ᙝ⡧ᰖ㖠�ਂᙝᴪླ

⧟Ⲻᔶᗹ�⌞ᝅᆿޞቧ㺂

ታⲺӡᙝ⡧

Caring more about mental communication when sex.
Safety is the first
Everybody has different idea, but don’t forget the basic ethnics
Sex can be unambiguous and a communicable topic
More experiences is not bad
I think there should be more communication about sex between man and 
woman 
We should plan more such communication workshops
Sex is ‘I love you’
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I hope the society pay more close attention to homosexual people
Enjoy life and enjoy sex
Sex is not a sin, double sexual as well
Enjoy sex and keep an eye on safety
Enjoy sex to your heart’s content

Workshop image documents
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10.1 
Research initial plan and proposal

Work plan made in RCA PhD proposal June 2009:

Research title
The Integration of Chinese Culture and High Technology Products through 
Cultural Transfer as an Industrial Design Methodology
PhD by Project

Introduction
This proposed research is aimed to investigate an Industry Design approach 
which can transfer the interior factors of Chinese culture and integrate 
them into high-tech products. It will focus on how the abstract connotation 
of Chinese culture can be refined and used together with high-tech factors 
on different processes of Industry Design. It will be based on research of 
Chinese social science, cultural and anthropology, new technique applica-
tions on products, and product design consumption market, etc, in order 
to find a methodology which can mix Chinese local culture factors and 
global technology factors using in product design in a harmony.

This research will take advantage of ongoing collaborations between 
Tsinghua University and IDE Department RCA. A period of work will be 
done in China. Participation of consumer Industry Design projects and 
international communications with global researchers on the same domain 
will be also accessed in future research.

Background
We now live in a small world with a global market. While the market heads 

Appendix 10:
The beginning three projects 
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toward “globalization”, design tends toward “localization.” So we must 
“think globally” for the market, but “act locally” for design. Designing lo-
cal features into a product appears to be more and more important in the 
global market where products are losing their identity because of the sim-
ilarity in their function and form [18]. Using local features in design fields 
as a strategy to create product identity in the global market, the designer 
has noted the importance of associating products with cultural features in 
order to enhance the product value. At this point, the field of Industrial 
Design has played an important role in embedding the cultural elements 
into products and in increasing the cultural value in the global competitive 
product market. Therefore, designing a product with local features in order 
to emphasis its cultural value has become a critical issue in the design pro-
cess [12], [13], [14].

“Culture, branding and product design in China” is a current research 
area in IDE Department of RCA. My proposed research will be part of this 
big research area. China has a long history and a special culture character. 
The Chinese factors used in design nowadays are almost the traditional 
and ancient patterns or signs, but not its interior culture and philosophy 
content. It makes that the usage of Chinese culture in product design seems 
to clash with technology feeling of products. A research of Chinese culture, 
then transfer and use it in product design, especially high technology prod-
uct design, must inject new inspirations for global design.

Preparation work
The following prophase work has been done, in order to get a preparatory 
target of research on this area:
1 Draw a “mind map” to find the ideas and potential research 
 directions as many as possible
2 After the definition and classification, propose some points and  
 methods could be used in research
3 Made a compared graph to get my research interested points
4 After a discussion with the IDE exam board, interview with the 
 designers of Midea (a Chinese electrical appliance enterprise) to  
 get a relative clear awareness of design needs of enterprise.
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Mind Map

On this step, on the words “culture”, “branding” and “product design”, a 
brainstorming is imagined without limit for finding all the possible re-
search points.

General Ideas of Research
By analyzing all the information in the mind map, a general idea of re-
search is summed up on these 10 points below:

1.  Culture
1.1  Chinese typical signs Research
1.2  Traditional literature, painting and calligraphy research
1.3  Research of Chinese Philosophy and its potential influence on 
 design
1.4 Research focuses on society situation of China and associate with  

 government
1.5  Cooperate with Chinese local universities
2.  Branding
2.1  Mainstream and big Chinese brandings in China: Design 
 exploitation and innovation
2.2  Traditional and potential brandings (1950s-1990s), redesign and  

 develop
3.  Product design
3.1  Chinese factors transferred and used in design
3.2  Design targeting Chinese market (Chinese consumer product 

Mind Map in considering the inter-
ested directions
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 design)
3.3  Specialize in paring Chinese culture with high-tech factors

Compare Graph
This graph aims to find my own interest in this research area.

On this graph, I give scores to the above ten “General Idea of Research” 

points from one to five. The red line means now situation, the higher the 
score, the more maturate of the nowadays existing research on this point 
(These red scores comes from my observation and experience of the now-
adays Chinese design market. It is a data intuitive, but not statistical); the 
blue line means the possible research points for me, the higher the score of 
a point, the more interesting of this point for me in future research. By this 
way, a relatively clearly preparatory research emphasis can be proposed:

Find the interior factors in Chinese culture, transfer and 
inject them into product design
Specialize in paring Chinese culture with high-tech factors
Aid global brands and designers to do the Chinese con-
sumer product design

Interview with Chinese Designers
For more focus on the research scope, an interview was taken with the 
designers in Midea, China. Midea is an electrical appliance enterprise in 
China, created in 1950s. It is now one of the biggest appliance enterprises 
in the world.

This interview was with the chief designing officer of Midea Microwave 

Compare graph of 10 research points
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and Electrical Appliances Manufacturing Department and research direc-
tor of Midea Design Research Center, which aim is to get awareness of the 
status of Chinese designers’ work and the their needs on design research.

As Midea design for example, the nowadays main design method is 
getting inspiration from the currently fashion factors and use them directly 
into design. The usage of Chinese elements in design is attached impor-
tance but just limited on the use of simple signs, which still cannot relate 
with “high-tech” feeling. On the other side, the designs are fashion but lack 
of a continued branding character. The designers want to inject more inte-
rior Chinese culture factors into design, and also want to find the elements 
in Chinese culture which can be used as brand’s character representing in 
appearance of products, including both the feeling of “Chinese style” and 
“content of  technology”.

Base on the work steps above, a target of research is proposed: The 
Integration of Chinese Culture and High Technology Products through 
Cultural Transfer as an Industrial Design Methodology.

Research question/scope
The research questions are mainly on these aspects:

How to find the interior factors in Chinese culture and 
transfer it into Industry Design, for injecting design with 
new elements.

On which steps of design process, the high-tech 
design factors (or assistant methods, such as Virtual 
Reality) and design culture factors can be used together to 
progress the design, and how.

How to integrate Chinese esthetic factors into high-
tech products; combine oriental beauty and technological 
beauty perfectly on products.

How to use the two factors “Chinese culture” and 
“high tech” to design products which can suit to the Chi-
nese consumer market. 

According to the research questions, the references will be focused on these 
four domains:

General Research Methodology
Culture, Social Science and Anthropology Transfer to 
Design (China and other countries)
New Technology applied in Industry Design (used in design 
or as design assistant)
Consumer Market Research
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Methodology and work plan
To approach doing the research, the study may be conducted in the follow-
ing stages.

Contextual and Precedent Review
Framework Development
Participation of Projects
Communication & Cooperation

Work flow

Contextual and Precedent Review
Literature Survey & Case Study

Literature Survey: a survey on books, websites, journals and articles on de-
sign studies, last industry design tech and culture research (maybe Chinese 
philosophy, history, literature, traditional painting and calligraphy).
Case Study: background, development, current conditions and environ-
mental interactions of one or more individuals, groups, communities, 
businesses or institutions is observed, recorded and analyzed for stages of 
patterns in relation to internal and external influences.
E.g. The Chinese ancient product design and the modern Japanese design 
may be two of study emphases. Finding out the some typical Chinese old 
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design during the years 1950s and 1980s which have special time charac-
ters, research and redesign

Analysis
Classes of the data from literature survey and case study are collected and 
studies conducted to discern patterns and formulate principles in order to 
guide framework formulation.

Evaluation & Innovation
Based on the analysis and development of framework, propose evalua-
tive and innovative points in research (use the knowledge of Engineering, 
Trends and Virtual Reality, etc).

Framework Development
The framework will be based on the knowledge from contextual and prec-
edent review. The framework includes product designs, project reports and 
thesis, refers to the following three aspects:

Applications of culture and high technology on Industry 
Design and design assistant (content of tech and practica-
bility)
Transfer Chinese culture into product design, especially 
high tech product design
Chinese consumer product design 

It will be tested through projects.

Participation of Projects, Communication & Cooperation
For developing and testing the framework, the research will be practiced 
by 2 projects.

Project 1: Explore the framework with commercial partner
By participating in consumer Industrial Design project, prove the applica-
bility of research. The partner could be design apartment of enterprise or 
design company. This will be a test of framework on the aspect of applica-
tion on commercial design.

Project 2: Explore the framework with academic partner
Communicate with and study from the experts on same domain, for exam-
ple, Yantang Lin, Professor of Hong Kong Polytechnic University; Shouzhi 
Wang, professor of Art Center College of Design; etc. The communication 
will also base on the ongoing cooperation between Tsignhua University 
and RCA. That means some part of the work will be taken overseas.

Both of projects will be consumer Industrial Design projects. By com-
paring the results of these two projects, evaluate framework development.
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Outcomes
The framework development will be the main objective in this research. 
The main benefit of this framework will be to aid designers and design 
companies develop their own characters of design which is not just a sim-
ple usage of Chinese sign, but the design injected Chinese culture charac-
ters and high-tech elements at the same time, facing to the global market. 
On the other side, this research will also help the global brands marketed 
in China to do a Chinese consumer product design.

Additional information
I am fully aware that this is a project difficult; however, I have confidence.

1 I am a Chinese, which means that there is no many difficulties for 

me to collect documents in Chinese or work in China, and I already 
have a lot of knowledge about China.
2 I am good at communication. It is not only because I can speak 
Chinese, English and French, but also because I am positive, vivacious 
and have a can-do attitude. I was the vice-president of student union in 
my college and have organized various events and conferences success-
fully; during my work experiences, I have cooperated with the other 
teammates very well.
3 I am capable of both engineering technique and design art. I can 
use the engineering software to model a machine tool and simulate its 
process, for example, CATIA or Pro/E; meanwhile, my design of car 
participating to a conception vehicle design competition was awarded 
a prize.
4 I am accustomed to organize my work plan well every time before 
I begin to work. My research reports are considered by my professors 
to be written systematically. The fact that after some months of learning 

Application Relevant Experiences
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French I have been able to communicate well in France can prove that 
I have a good study capacity. (In fact, during the period of working in 
France, I have worked on trends analysis and have analyzed the trend 
of Chinese style. My tutor gave me a total admiration on my work.)
5 I have work experiences both in China and in Europe, on engi-
neering design area and design research area.
6 My current study is Master Research on Virtual Reality and Inno-
vation; I have good knowledge on innovative methods and research 
methods.

My required resource and information services:
1 A space for work in the studio of IDE Department.
2 A work place in the workshop in Imperial.
3 A charge for going on business to China, if there is a need on my 
research or work.

Do you have a proposed Supervisor in mind?
Not yet.
My proposed supervisor is an expert on industry design. Besides, I 
hope a Chinese design expert can be my other supervisor, as a part of 
my work may be in China.
Have you discussed your research proposal with him/her? I have dis-
cussed my proposal with IDE exam board.
Will your proposed research require guidance on research ethics? No.
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10.2 
‘Chinese folk art’ workshop plan and organisation

In the RCA interim show Jan 2010, I exhibited some of my research ideas 
and initial contexts. I also opened a space to collect the visitors’ impressions 
of Chinese culture. Then, I found the Chinese culture in the eyes of who 
participated was very symbolic. This is why I chose Chinese cultural sym-
bolic transfer as the direction of my first project.

I made calls and sent emails to the Chinese local crafts and arts organ-
izations and schools. Finially got supporting form the Chinese Folk Art 
Organization in Beijing.

The following email is which I sent to their chairman Mr Yu in March 
2010, when it was one month before the workshop.

Application Relevant Experiences
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10.3 
The background of projects ‘Mobile Design for the Chinese 
elderly’ and ‘top-secret island’ sending up

After the folk art project, I thought to represent culture and cultural design 
transfer in terms of different layers, such as, upper symbolic layer, mid-
dle behavioural and inner philosophical. The following graphics are what 
I made to consider the relationship of each layer and how to develop their 
relative projects (May 2010). At that time, I still kept my research interest 
in hi-tech product.

Thus I planed the next project is about mobile. At that time, smart 
phone was early emerged in Chinese market and tended to be a stream, 
which relatively later than in Europe because of the lack of service. Howev-
er, I believe that smart phone large range acceptable and its service design 
going locally would lead the further of Chinese mobile market.
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Research map in May 2010:
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Moreover, I wanted to develop a system of cultural transfer design 
demos, which can put the different cultural elements into boxes as symbol-
ic, behavioural and philosophical:

Cultural relevant design demos
A Constructivist perspective in the application of cultural elements in the 
design process
Design research development and constructivist perspective in design

Design has been influenced by theories and methods from related dis-
ciplines. In 1960s, the design methods movement borrowed approaches 
from engineering. During the 1980s, social science, cognitive science and 
anthropology became an important source for user-centered design, for 
instance, to inform designers about the social context they were designing 
for (Bayazit, 2004). Besides, it is not sufficient for design simply to adopt 
theories and approaches from other fields, design researchers investigate 
some particular methodologies, such as “designerly ways knowing”(Cross, 
2001). In other words, as design is dealing with changes in social systems, it 
is necessarily risky and uncertain. Consequently, design can be named the 
“science of uncertainty”, which comprises the knowledge not of what is, but 
what could be (Dilnot, 1998).

Through the previous design research which mentioned above, there is 
no one-to-one relationship between design methods and practice. Conse-
quently, some design researchers address a constructivist perspective in de-
sign (Bredies et al., 2010). Taking a constructivist viewpoint on uncertain 
position for design and design analysis, for constructivist viewpoint “holds 
that individuals acquire knowledge by building it from innate capabilities 
interacting with the environment” (Houston, 1995).

I support that the main point of constructivist perspective in design is 
to take a closer look at the uncertain elements in design, actually deal with 
the gap between contingency and principles.

Contemporary design theories present us with geometrical and struc-
tural imagery, but we cannot ignore naming their contingency. As Wolf-
gang Jonas addresses, in design, “from it emerges the phenomenon of os-
cillation between disciplinary fantasies of omnipotence and impotence: is 
design an agent of reconciliation, a gapfiller, or is it simply trying to find its 
humble niche” (Jonas, 2000). He gives examples on this aspect, for instance, 
HAAVISTO’ s Yin-Yan model; FRIEDMAN’ s (1999) pentagon of social 
sciences - technology - art - natural sciences - humanities.

Cultural elements in design, uncertainty, contingency or catalyst?
In design, cultural elements can be used as a catalyst for designing in-

novative products meanwhile it is an uncertainty factor. There is no solid 
theoretical framework which can assist designers to consciously integrate 
“culture” in designing products. This challenges designers to gain a deeper 
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understanding of “culture” and find methods on how they can use culture 
as a resource in product development. However, the concept of culture and 
design are intertwined, thus modification in the former evolution both re-
flect and determine developments in the latter. For example, design chang-
es culture and at the same time is shaped by it, which can be called in a 
“constructive relationship”.

Cultural relevant design demos-a constructive view on designers, 
products, users and relevant cultural elements

Here discusses an experimental cultural elements leading design struc-
ture which developed through practical projects and literature study. De-
signer, product, users and cultural elements are four core factors in this de-
sign structure. The first three ones are fixed and the cultural element factor 
variable. As designers strive to create meaningful relationships between us-
ers and the products that they use. The design practice is the bridge linking 
of the three factors. It centers on embedding technology into the ambient 
social complexities of the physical world. Cultural elements influence the 
design practice through the following four ways:

In summary, the uncertain factors are the only certainty in design pro-
cess. Cultural elements are one of such typical uncertainty in design. This 
structure of these cultural relevant design demos is an attempt to organ-
ize and analyze these design contingencies and uncertainties into a logical 
approach. In my research, this structure is developed and explained as a 
simple and rational design methodology, through projects facing to each 
demo, from a constructivist design perspective. This methodology is ex-
pected can be practical for various cultural relevant design processes.
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I sent my proposals to different companies in mobile design or consultant 
area from April to May 2010. I got a positive response from Alibaba Cloud 
Computing. It’s mainly because this company was new and I had met their 
design director at a dinner party and had a nice talk at that time. They 
wanted to give a space to design research, even for fussy edged, and to try 
something different. (referring my proposal to Alibaba in Appendix 5.1). I 
sent up a small team, with other three design interns full time working with 
me, from June to Sep 2010 at Alibaba, Hangzhou, China. We also worked 
with Alibaba designers and their visiting students of enterprise - university 
summer school (referring to thesis Chapter 5).
Research Questions at that stage:

1) What are Chinese cultural elements?
2) What is its value for design?
3) How to abstract Chinese cultural elements and  
 transfer them into design?
4) How to make the “traditional Chinese ” and “
 high-tech” factors to exist harmony in design?
5) What are the standards to judge a good cultural  
 transfer design?
6) How to make the “Chinese cultural transfer” 
 methodology commonly applicable for different  
 projects?

How to transmit design of Chinese cultural transfer globalization?
How to make this design methodology universally for different cultural 
relevant designs?
I planed to do the Chinese design transfer in term of philosophical layer 
through interview. However, after the three-month project, I found that 
a lot of things about culture were very tangled, cannot be put into box-
es. I changed my research approach and wanted to deal with uncertainties 
through more critical methods. The following table is what I represented 
my changes in terms of my research approach in the spring term 2011.
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I began to interested in the critical design thinking of Design Inter-
action department of RCA. I talked with Elliott Montgomery from De-
sign Interaction, RCA, who was MA 2nd year at that time, in 2011. He was 
quite interested in culture research and what I proposed – the concept of 
three-cultural-layer structure and fussy-edged. After several talks and de-
sign, as well as plan of details, we sent up the ‘top-secret island’ workshop 
together in April 2011.
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